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for bows in the hair and "little girl" costumes seen wherever
dancers followed the rhythms of "swing/* Loose, athletic
clothing was so clearly the modern preference that by the
mid-thirties skirts began to rise again—almost an index of
national confidence—while the informality of Florida and
California introduced beach pajamas, slacks and shorts to the
rest of the country, under protest in many staid communities.
Sandals for street and evening wear prepared the way in the
latter thirties for the open-toed shoe*
So long as the Depression was paramount, people had to
face retrenchment not only in food and clothing, but often
in lodgings as well. While economy among the rich might
involve closing or selling at a loss a *'cottage" at Newport,
Bar Harbor, Palm Beach or Santa Barbara, or relinquishing
a villa in the South of France, middle-class folk might have
to give up a rented house at the shore or vacation spot in the
mountains and, quite commonly, move to a less expensive
house or apartment in town. "Doubling up" with parents,
in-laws and employed children occurred countless times. A
survey of sixty-four cities in January, 1934, revealed that,
among all sorts and conditions, the number of "extra fam-
ilies" varied from two to fifteen per cent of the total, with the
highest proportion in the South. South Carolina's popula-
tion increased a sixth during the Depression, Georgia's nearly
as much.
Youths who had left dour and slovenly surroundings to
win independence or better their chances, contribute support
to the old folks, or enroll in training school on borrowed
funds, now returned stone-broke and crestfallen, acquiescing
in Robert Frost's well-known definition of home as "the
place where, when you have to go there, they have to take
you in/' Everywhere tension between father and son seemed
to increase if the latter came back jobless after a period of
self-support. A wage-earning parent was prone to reassert his
authority, as if the youth had never been his own boss. In
the city the crowding of families into small apartments .and

